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Content

• Published four articles from *Issue 10: Selected Papers from the 2015 TEI Conference*.

• Articles for *Issue 11: Selected Papers from the 2016 TEI Conference* have been received and sent out for review.

• Final article and the introduction from still open *Issue 9* will be published by the end of the year.

• Final four articles and the introduction from still open *Issue 10* will be published in early 2018.
Three genres for jTEI

• Implemented in our submission and review system three distinct genres of papers for the journal:
  • *Research papers*: Research papers document conceptual, theoretical, exploratory, and innovative work and include the apparatus one expects in a scholarly research paper: scholarly citations, footnotes, appropriate bibliography, etc.
  • *Project / Tool Notes*: Project/Tool notes are descriptive reports that detail the accomplishments and contributions of a particular project, tool, encoding method, etc.
  • *Data sets*: Data sets are organized collections of TEI or related data that are accompanied by a short descriptive paper that describes the data set and its contribution to the the TEI and other scholarly communities.

• We have received submissions in all three genres and look forward to publishing our first data set in the coming year.
Technical and Workflow Developments*
*thanks to Technical Editor, Ron Van den Branden

• Implementation of our new workflow with issues 10 and 11, including new review forms for the different journal sections (research article, project/tool note, data paper) and issue types (open topic, conference issue).

• Investigating a mechanism for implementing post-publication revisions of journal articles, including notifying readers of the revision and archiving and linking to the previous version(s).
Technical and Workflow Developments*
*thanks to Technical Editor, Ron Van den Branden

- Maintenance of and improvements to jTEI-related files in the different TEI-C GitHub repositories:
  - **oxygen-tei** (see <https://github.com/TEIC/oxygen-tei/commits/master/oxygen-tei>): some fixes to make input filename handling in the transformation scenarios in the Oxygen framework more robust;
  - **TEI** (see <https://github.com/TEIC/TEI/commits/dev/P5/Exemplars/tei_jtei.odd>): converted the element definitions in the jTEI ODD file to pureODD, refined a couple of Schematron checks, added some missing TEI elements to the jTEI schema;
  - **Stylesheets** (see <https://github.com/TEIC/Stylesheets/commits/dev/profiles/jtei>): improved the processing of lists, fixed escaping of characters inside `<egXML>` text content (so that XML code examples always will be rendered as well-formed XML that can be copied/pasted).
Thanks to...

• TEI Board and community for ongoing financial and other support
• Martin Mueller, Guest Editor of Issue 9
• Marjorie Burghart and Emmanuelle Morlock, Guest Editors of Issue 10
• Vannessa Hannesschläger, Claudia Resch, and Tanja Wissik, Guest Editors of Issue 11
• Susie Lorand, Copy Editor
• Ian Rifkin, System Administrator
• All our wonderful authors and reviewers
We need reviewers!

• If you are not already signed up as a jTEI reviewer, please consider signing up at: https://journal.tei-c.org/journal/user/register
Thank You!
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